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Distance Education Association of  New Zealand
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Engaging with Open, Flexible and Distance Education in all Sectors of  New Zealand  

Celebrating Excellence in Distance 
Education at the DEANZ 

Conference 2012

A new conference award was 
established for the DEANZ 2012 
conference. This award 
acknowledged the best poster 
presentation at each DEANZ 
conference, held in Wellington, 
New Zealand, from 11 - 13 April, 
2012.  Posters were judged on their 
content, relevance to the 
conference theme, visual appeal 
and presentation, and the 
knowledge of the presenter(s) and 
their interaction with the judges.

The judges commented favourably 
on the overall quality of the posters 
and the work they represented. 
After a difficult decision making 
process, two posters were declared 
to be joint winners. These posters 
represented very different research, 
and also very different approaches 
to displaying the information being 
conveyed. In both cases, though, 
the knowledge of the presenters, 
and the passion with which they 

shared that knowledge with 
the judges and other conference 
attendees, stood out.

Developing an online self-
evaluation tool to enhance first 
year students’ digital capability 
and success

Julie Mackey, Pinelopi Zaka, 
Donna Morrow, Joyce Gikandi, 
Niki Davis and Nicki Dabner, 
University of Canterbury
This	   research	  project	   addressed	  
an	  issue	   faced	  by	  many	  working	  
with	   initial	   teacher	   education	  
students:	   ensuring	   the	   students	  
h ave	   t h e	   I C T	   s k i l l s	   a n d	  
knowledge	   they	   need	   to	   make	  
the	   best	   use	   of	   technology	   to	  
enhance	   the	   teaching	   and	  
learning	  of	  both	  themselves	  and

their	  respective	  students.	   	  A	  copy	  
of	  the	  poster	  can	  be	  found	  on	  p.3.

Reviewit.net.nz

Ralph	   Springett,	   Murray	   Kirk,	  
a nd	   Adam	   Dodd ,	   Ma s s ey	  
Extramural	   Students’	   Society	  
(EXMSS)	  
Th i s	   s u r vey	   i s	   a	   c o u r s e	  
evaluation	  tool	   that	  can	  be	  used	  
by	   students	   to	   choose	   papers,	  
and	  also	  provides	   lecturers	   with	  
f e e d b a c k	   t o	   u s e	   w h e n	  
considering	   future	   changes	   to	  
their	   courses.	   It	   was	   developed	  
with	  support	  from	  Ako	  Aotearoa,	  
and	   takes	   the	   concept	   of	   peer	  
review	   further	   than	   the	   usual	  
survey	   response.	   A	   copy	  of	  their	  
poster	  can	  be	  found	  on	  p.	  4.

Article continued on page 3.
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Keryn Pratt  provides us with an update on the 
new conference award offered at the 2012 
conference - celebrating excellence in 
distance learning and teaching practice  
through the DEANZ Poster Awards. 
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From the Editors
The DEANZ magazine providing 
you with up-to-date news on all 
things related to open, flexible and 
distance education. 

Christmas is upon us and what a 
busy  and successful year it  has been 
for DEANZ. DEANZ President Niki 
Davis provides us the latest report 
(p. 8) from the executive outlining a 
number of new and exciting levels 
of  DEANZ membership to 
c o m p l e m e n t o u r i n d i v i d u a l 
memberships, including a new 
schooling sector. 

Our cover story this issue provides a 
celebration of success in distance 
and e-learning education through the 
success of the DEANZ Conference 
2012 Poster Award winners. Written 
by  one of our DEANZ Executive 
members Keryn Pratt, you can check 
the winners out on p. 3 and 4. 

In this issue Kathryn MacCullum is 
back providing us with her DEANZ 
webpage update (p.11) as well as 
some interesting WebSTATS pulled 
from Google Analytics on p. 10. The 
Social Services team at  Northtec 
provide an update on Social 
Services Programme’s first  year of 
implementing Enquiry  Action 
Learning in the Bachelor of Applied 
Social Service at NorthTec (p. 7). 
This poster was recently  presented 
at the Strengths Based Practices in 
Social Work and Human Services 
Conference, held in Kathmandu, 
Nepal, 22-24 November, 2012. 

Dr. Yvette Blount from Macquarie 
U n i v e r s i t y, D e p a r t m e n t o f 
A c c o u n t i n g a n d C o r p o r a t e 
Governance provides us with an 
interesting article on p. 5 that begs 
the questions to her postgraduate 
students - what  happens if there was 
no technology? An interesting 
reflection on the society in which we 
live. Finally, Dr Babak Abedin 
provides an Australian perspective 
on the use of Web 2.0 and online 
learning and teaching tools in 
business programs on p. 12. 

We provide you with a number of  
upcoming events held nationally  and 
internat ional ly, new DEANZ 
Executive member Julie Mackey, 
University  of Canterbury is profiled 
this issue (p. 10) and Derek 
Wenmoth’s, DEANZ Executive 
Member, blog updates thinking 
around BYOD in schools (p. 14).    
  
Like us on Facebook! http://
www.facebook.com/pages/Deanz/
153463838073401. 

We would like to hear from you. If 
you know of something interesting 
happening at your campus, articles 
of interest, items to include or what 
you would like to see in the DEANZ 
magazine then let us know. 

Get in contact. Email:
nicholas.mcguigan@gmail.com or 
thomas.kern@thomaskern.net.     

Nick McGuigan and Thomas Kern 
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From answers to questions 
– working from the students’ perspective
The$key$question$ in$developing$ the$ survey$emerged$as$ “What$

student$ responses$ would$ deliver$ on$ the$ survey$ goals?”$ This$

necessitated$a$reverse$approach$in$determining$the$survey$questions.$

Reference Group
#��������������������

�$
#����������������������"�$
#�
� �����
 �!�"���������������"�$
#�	 �������!���������������������"����$
#����� ���������
��$
#�������������
��$
#�����������������!��$
#�����������������������Review&It�$
Experts$ in$qualitative$research$and$student$surveys,$as$well$as$

student$representatives$considered$the$wording,$order$and$focus$

of$the$questions$required$to$deliver$on$the$survey$goals.

University Support 
Massey$University$provides$the$database$that$Review&It$utilizes$
to$complete$each$survey.$Without$institutional$$support$Review&It&
would$not$be$able$to$operate.

Best Paper, Best Lecturer
Awards$are$generated$and$presented$annually$for$Best$Lecturer$

and$Best$Paper$as$determined$by$student$feedback.$These$awards$

are$the$students’$opportunity$to$recognise$good$teaching$publically.$

Comment Moderation
Student$ responses$ remain$ anonymous.$ Prior$ to$ publication,$$

comments$are$moderated$according$to$the$following$guidelines.

& Moderation&Guidelines:&Comments&should7
�� be$free$of$expletives$and$terms$generally$held$as$offensive
�� be$free$of$libellous,$personal$or$derogatory$comments$
�� not$disclose$information$that$is$private$or$personal$
�� be$free$of$comments$that$contravene$human$rights
�� not$name$and$shame

Data Use and Ethics
Students$agree$to$terms$and$conditions$that$allow$the$use$of$$data$

for$future$research.$Ethics$approval$has$been$granted.$

Conditions of Publication 
Moderated$ results$ will$ not$ be$ published$ if$ the$ number$ of$$

respondents$is$less$than$5%$of$the$enrolled$numbers$or$if$there$$

is$only$one$response.

Conclusions

  The Survey Process
�����������
EXAMS             INVITE          WEEKS     REMINDER      WEEKS   PUBLISHED 
  END                   SENT                                     EMAIL         APPROX                                          

The Questions
3� �'� �/�+� �� !(0� &�'2� !(.+,� (�� "'��)�'��'-�&
� �'(-� -.-(+"�%,�� %��-.+�,� (+� %��,�� ,-.�2� )�+� 0��$�&
& was&required?

3� �-!�+� -!�'� -!�� ���,�0�+�� -!�+�� ���"-"('�%� �(,-,�&
� �,.�!� �,� -�1-�(($,�� 7�%�-+"),�� �('-��-� �(.+,�,�&
� (+�%����(,-,���(+�-!",�)�)�+	

3� �(0�0(.%��2(.���,�+"���-!�� %��+'"' �+�,(.+��,&
� �)+"'-����'��0���&�-�+"�%��(��-!",�)�)�+	�

3� �(0� 0(.%�� 2(.� ��,�+"��� -!�� )+(��,,� (��&
� �,,�,,&�'-��(+�-!",�)�)�+	�

3� �(0� 0(.%�� 2(.� ��,�+"��� -!�� �����&"��&
� ,.))(+-��(+�,-.��'-,�"'�-!",�)�)�+	�

3� �!"'$"' � ��(.-� -!�� )+�/"(.,� *.�,-"(',�� "�� 2(.�&
� 0�+�� -(� ��,�+"��� 2(.+� �����&"�� �1)�+"�'���&
� "'�-!",�)�)�+�0!�-�0(.%��2(.�,�2	

3� �!��-!"' �-!�-�!�%)���&2�%��+'"' �&(,-�0�,4

3� �!��-!"' ���0(.%��%"$��-(�,���"&)+(/���",4

3� �(.%��2(.�+��(&&�'��-!",�%��-.+�+��(+� &
� 5���-.+�+�(��-!����&�,-�+6	

3� �(.%��2(.�+��(&&�'��-!",�)�)�+��(+�5��)�+�&
� (��-!����&�,-�+6	

$ Institutions$ can$ have$

���������� �
��� �
��Review&
It$survey$will$pay$dividends$ in$
heightened$student$awareness$

of$their$learning$experience$as$

well$as$elevating$the$quality$of$

its$offerings.$

!

Review& It�� ���
� ���� ������ �������� ���������� ������
student$reviews$a$step$further.$Not$only$does$ it$ inform$

students’$ academic$ choices$ at$ paper$ level,$ it$ supplies$$

a$ real$ connection$ between$ students’$ experiences,$ and$

the$lecturers$who$are$seeking$to$satisfy$both$the$learning$$

requirements$ and$ the$ students’$ desires$ for$ a$ positive$$

learning$experience.

Peer$ surveys$ that$ are$ independent$ of$ the$ learning$$

institution$are$popular$with$students$across$the$globe.$

�!����/"�0��-��2�%��&���(&&.'"-2��))+(��!

The Review It Survey
$Review&It$is$a$learnerOled$course$evaluation$developed$by$the$Massey$University$
Extramural$Students’$Society$(EXMSS)$with$support$from$Ako$Aotearoa.$Review&It$
����������������������������������������������
�������������	��������
����������
���$
progress$ through$ their$ study.$Review& It��������	��� ������������� �
�����������$
$$learning$experience.$Survey$results$are$moderated$and$made$public$online.
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Student$reads$peer$reviews

Student$seeks$advice
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Perceived Need
In$2003,$EXMSS$developed$Rate& It!$ in$ response$ to$enquiries$
������������������������
���������
���������������������������
discussions$with$classmates$when$deciding$on$elective$$papers.$$

Over$the$following$years$distance$students$consistently$placed$

a$high$value,$and$commented$positively,$on$the$Rate&It!$service.$

Perceived Potential
The$ Review& It$ survey$ represents$ an$ evolution$ of$ Rate& It!,$
Review& It$ offers$ the$ potential$ to$ improve$ students’$ $ paper$$
decisions$and$ increase$ the$awareness$of$ lecturing$staff$ as$ to$

the$$views$of$$students$regarding$their$ $offerings$and$delivery.$$$

Discussions$with$Massey$$University$placed$Review&It$alongside$
the$Massey$ survey$ framework$with$ its$ potential$ to$ corroborate$

data$from$the$core$University$surveys.$
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Fostering engaged learning from students that 
encourages self-reflection requires well-designed 
formative assessment tasks. Building reflection into 
assessment is important in achieving these capabilities 
(Gikandi, Morrow et al. 2011).   This article outlines 
an assessment task designed to encourage self-
reflection in a postgraduate unit.  A key learning 
outcome in this unit is to provide students with an 
understanding of the implications and impacts of the 
digital economy and the role technology plays both 
inside and outside the organisation in the context  of 
globalisation.   

To improve strategic and operational 
performance, management rely on 
information and communication 
technologies (ICT).  At the same time 
ICT are pervasive in education, from the 
start of formal schooling through to 
tertiary  education.  Primary schools are 
using iPads to enhance learning and teaching.  
For example, key recommendations in an assessment 
of a trial of iPads used in NSW primary schools 
include developing the skills of teachers to utilise 
these types of technologies to better engage students 
(Goodwin 2012).  In some high schools, parents are 
required to purchase iPads that replace textbooks 
(Feneley 2012).  A digital native is someone that has 
grown up with technology  and ‘speaks’ the language 
of the internet, mobile and smart devices, social media 
and a myriad of ‘apps’ (Prensky 2001).  Digital natives 
can seamlessly adapt to new technologies.   In a study 
of undergraduate students, Ng (2012) found that 
students integrate the use of technologies consumes a 
great deal of their time.   

In the context of digital natives and ICT being 
pervasive for individuals, organisations and society, it 
is important for students to reflect on how technology 
is used because students of today will be making the 
decisions about technology in the future.  This 
reflection was encouraged through weekly discussion 
forums and activities in class where students discussed 
current issues.  Topics discussed included the 
implications of massive online open courses, social 
business, cloud computing and business intelligence 
for individuals, organisations and society.

In their major assignment students were 
asked to go without technology for half 

a day and reflect on their experience.   
T h i s w a s d o n e i n b o t h a n 
undergraduate unit and a postgraduate 
unit.  In the postgraduate unit in the 

Faculty of Business and Economics at 
Macquarie University, Information 

Systems in Business, the assessment task 
asked the students to do the following (this is an 
extract of part of the assessment).

article continued on page 5. 

Does Technology Control Us or Do We Control Technology? A way 
to Engage Students in Reflective Practice

Yvette Blount, Department of Accounting and Corporate Governance
Macquarie University, email: yvette.blount@mq.edu.au 

What would 
we do if we found 

ourselves in a 
situation where 
technology no 
longer existed?

mailto:yvette.blount@mq.edu.au
mailto:yvette.blount@mq.edu.au
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Article continued from p. 5. 

Read the following article:

Soper, Daniel (2012) Is Human Mobility Tracking a 
Good Idea? Communications of the ACM Vol. 55 No. 
4, Pages 35-37 (available from the library http://
www.mq.edu.au/on_campus/library/). 

And then undertake the following exercise:

Select a half day where you will not use information 
systems/technologies at  all (you will write a reflection 
on your experience – see below).  Information 
systems include email, surfing the web, Facebook, 
texting, using your debit or credit cards and playing 
games on your smartphone or tablet.  There may be 
other information systems that you use that are not 
listed here (make a note of these).  You will need to 
select a time to do this that won’t cause you any 
difficulty or interferes with family, work or other 
university obligations.  

Reflect on the issues raised in the article, your own 
individual experience and search for scholarly 
articles on this topic through the library databases.

Reflect on your experience by  addressing the 
following questions:

a. What day/times did you choose to go 
without using information systems/
technologies and why?

b. What information systems/technologies do 
you normally use?  

c. What was the most difficult technology  to 
live without and why?

d. What kinds of tasks were the most difficult 
to complete and why?

The students found this very challenging and many 
noted in their reflections that they were worried about 
removing technology from their lives, even for half a 
day.  Students reported using their smart phones for an 
alarm clock in the morning, to check their social 
networking status, to find out what their friends and 
family were doing, to look up bus and train 
timetables, to play music, play videos and movies and 
to get their news.  Students used GPS to find 
destinations either by  car or by  foot, used ipods to 

listen to music and to know what time it  was (many 
students report not wearing a wrist watch).

Predominantly, students felt disconnected and worried 
that they  were missing an urgent phone call or 
message.  Some students reflected that when they 
were able to check they found that  there was nothing 
of importance that they missed at all!  The feedback 
from students after the assessment was complete was 
that they found it a valuable experience.

It is important as we deal with digital natives and the 
pervasiveness of technology that we get students (and 
ourselves) to reflect on whether technology is 
controlling us or if we are controlling technology.   
Asking students to reflect deeply about issues that 
affect them needs an approach that is relevant to how 
the students live their lives.  This assessment provided 
the teaching team with valuable insights into how 
students use technology to study, work and play.

A final observation is that in the online discussion 
about massive online courses, the postgraduate 
students believed that these types of courses were of 
limited value and that face to face teaching was more 
highly  valued by students, their families and 
employers.  
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Di!erences between traditional tertiary teaching and Enquiry Action Learning
Traditional Tertiary Teaching Enquiry Action Learning
Student as recipient of knowledge Student as seeker of knowledge
Uses a predominantly lecture format Uses a predominantly research and small group format
Emphasises theory with application later Uses case studies to explore theory
Learning outcomes and curriculum content are speci!ed Learning outcomes are speci!ed, curriculum content varies 

according to individual and group research and interests
Focuses on students remembering content Focuses on developing lifelong learning skills
Focuses on independent study Requires sharing, teamwork and collaboration
Role of academic sta" is that of expert Role of academic sta" is as facilitator/resource person
Lecturer/tutor works independently, sometimes in silos Requires teamwork with clarity about respective roles and 

expertise
Sta" design and deliver their own material Sta" facilitate the work of others 

Student feedback on the EAL experience - 
(Year 1 & 2 students):
• EAL broadens the scope of learning and the team works extends and solidi!es the 

learning.
• EAL appeals to my style of thinking and learning.
• I have so enjoyed my learning this year.  As a mature student I have enjoyed the 

challenges. It has really taken me outside my comfort zone.
• I need to put the e"ort in to learning – I am not spoon-fed information. I !nd I can 

retain the information and can apply it in my work practice.
• I struggled with the amount of information available.
• EAL is self-empowering.  I set higher expectations of myself.  
• Need to interact more with co-students, gives me more views, gives diversity and the 

ability to think outside the box.
• I found it vague, non-directed and it did not feel like a real education.
• Great group work.  Good information and research shared.

Feedback from tutors:
• I like the idea of students being masters of their own 

learning, becoming more curious and research orientated.
• I like drawing industry in and using community experts 

in the classroom
• I enjoy watching students surpassing learning objectives, 

building on their strengths and interests
• We need to !nd ways to better support the few students 

who are struggling or who are less self-directed.
• E"ective teamwork is crucial.  At all times we are role 

models for students and need to consistently show care, 
academic strength and excellent communication skills.

• Overall I think we’ve done well in the !rst year with 
only a small number of students !nding the change to 
EAL di#cult. 

Excerpt from a Re"ection by a Year 2 student:
• Using EAL has a"orded me a feeling of professionalism and inspired in me a motivation not previously experienced in my 

studies. It exposes me, through my own research, to a far greater expanse of knowledge than just a narrow band of education 
delivered in the conventional tutor/student exchange of information. 

• $e most exciting aspect of EAL to me has to be the doors it has opened in my understanding and more importantly, what 
motivates me.  I believe that through the use of EAL I have not only discovered a wealth of knowledge I would never have 
accessed, I have uncovered a passion and direction in my new profession.    

• In my experience, EAL has not only taught me something about others it has taught me something about myself. 

From a Teaching to 
a Learning Paradigm

Sue Arnold and Mary Farrelly
Senior Academic Sta! Members
Social Services - NorthTec
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Introduction
NorthTec is a mid-sized polytechnic located towards the top of the North Island of Aotearoa New Zealand servicing urban 
and rural communities.  $e Social Services Programme has delivered a social work quali!cation since 2000.

Context/Rationale:
Following the New Zealand Social Worker Registration Board’s review of NorthTec’s Bachelor of Applied Social Service (BASS) 
programme in 2010, we embarked on a journey of discovery about best practice in adult learning.  With the majority of our 
students ‘second-chance’ learners and at least half identifying as Maori, we wanted to construct a programme and curriculum 
which would validate their lived experience and ways of being in the world. A comprehensive review of the international 
literature revealed a strong rationale in social work education for moving from a teaching paradigm to a learning paradigm 
which is student-centred and based on adult learning theory and principles. 

#is new approach:
• Resituates the learner at the heart of BASS;
• Is active and participatory - uses questioning and a dialogic notion of knowledge;
• Generates re%ective experiential learning which results in re%ective practitioners engaged in life-long learning;
• Clearly connects the knowledge and skills  learned in class with the knowledge and skills needed in the workplace;
• Promotes understanding and application of ethics and values throughout the degree;
• Ensures social justice is at the fore, enabling marginalized voices and di"ering perspectives to be heard and respected.

Conclusion and Challenges
We are involved in ongoing re%ection and adaptation.  Sta" need to work closely together as students quickly pick up 
di"erences in the ways groups are facilitated.  While our role is no longer that of delivering sessions from the front of a 
classroom, we are required to have a high level of knowledge about a greater range of subjects than previously. One change 
we will make in 2013 is to allocate speci!c roles to sta", for example designer or facilitator to re%ect our di"erent aptitudes.  
Overall, the move from a teaching to a learning paradigm has been positive.
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Summer has arrived at the end of a very busy  academic 
year. It is delightfully sunny and warm in Christchurch 
and we can feel a resurgence of energy and 
commitment to our city  and educational institutions as 
we lift our eyes to the Southern Alps with just a touch 
of snow providing a contrasting edge to the brightness. 

The Executive has just responded to a request to re-
instate the location of our forthcoming bi-annual 
conference for 2014 to Christchurch when most of 
Christchurch’s hotels and educational institutions will 
be showing new growth on their campus along 
with the accompanying growth in open and 
networked education. The conference 
proposal led by  DEANZ Treasurer 
Michael Campbell is a strong one that we 
will share with you in the next issue of 
this Magazine, along with news of the 
rebuilding of Christchurch with more offerings 
of open and flexible learning.

Another section of our national organisation that is 
growing relates to employer-based training and 
informal learning, served by a SIG led by Terry  Neale. 
Terry is gathering views of how we can advance our 
services with this sector and she will welcome 
members’ input and she will be announcing new 
service to support this sector in early  2013. As an 
example of activities in the corporate sector I thought 
it might be interesting to tell you of a recent visited 
Kordia Ltd’s headquarters in Auckland to see how 
open and flexible training is increasing as in-company 
training spanning Australasia. According to the New 
Zealand Herald, “Kordia Business School is a 
programme allowing the company's employees to 
share content and information using seminars and 
video conferences.”  We saw a neat demonstration and 

it was particularly  interesting to hear CEO Geoff Hunt 
talk of visits of other CEOs who are invited to see the 
simple training operation with “Harvard-style” 
webinars that support continuing development of 
Kordia’s high quality brand of telecommunication 
services. It is run Jolene Currie, Corporate Knowledge 
Manager, who is a wonderful recruiter, anchor and 
designer of the training; she is supported by her 
multimedia expert colleague Chris (‘stolen’ from 
Kordia ICTS). I felt a little jealous to see the ease of 
deploying high quality  audio and video with a 

Microsoft product when all the recipients were 
i n s i m i l a r h i g h q u a l i t y o f f i c e 

accommodation with robust high 
bandwidth networks. That is not 
something that we can rely  on for our 

open, flexible and distance learners in 
education unless they remain on campus, but 

maybe that will change with Ultrafast Broadband 
sometime past 2016!

Kordia Business School is an example where we can 
see the future arriving even faster than predicted by 
our Ako Aotearoa DEANZ future scenarios for 2016. 
So Andrew Higgins and I are pleased to tell you that 
our DEANZ national project now has self study 
materials for your institutions leaders and they are 
easy to help  yourself and others to – please ‘collect’ 
them from our Ako Aotearoa web site project’s home 
page and share this link: http://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/
projects/2016-scenario-guide-effective-tertiary-
education-new-zealand. 

Article continued on page 8.    

DEANZ President’s Column: Together let’s grow 
the influence and support of DEANZ this Summer!

Niki Davis, University of Canterbury Professor of e-Learning

Niki Davis 
updates us on 

recent DEANZ 
events 

http://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/projects/2016-scenario-guide-effective-tertiary-education-new-zealand
http://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/projects/2016-scenario-guide-effective-tertiary-education-new-zealand
http://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/projects/2016-scenario-guide-effective-tertiary-education-new-zealand
http://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/projects/2016-scenario-guide-effective-tertiary-education-new-zealand
http://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/projects/2016-scenario-guide-effective-tertiary-education-new-zealand
http://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/projects/2016-scenario-guide-effective-tertiary-education-new-zealand
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Article continued from page 8.   

DEANZ as the national organisation for open 
flexible and distance learning in New Zealand is well 
place to look beyond one sector and region. It has been 
responding to national developments and policy and 
looks forward to members’ support and awareness. 
This issue contains a response to the planned Network 
for Learning that highlights the need to include those 
who work in the schooling sector who are not 
employed by a school. If the Ministry  of Education 
and the new crown entity Network for Learning LTD 
do not ensure that initial teacher training and substitute 
teachers, among others, have access then the 
investment cannot be a good one for the nation. Just 
imagine that teachers (re-)entering the profession 
without familiarity  with this network that should 
contain much of the curriculum resources, software 
and networking essential for schooling in the 21st 
century. Who would provide them with the 
professional development needed and where would 
those resources come from? They might be unable to 
prepare effectively for practice in schools until after 
they  arrived on the school campus. There may also be 
issues for distance education providers, including the 
VLN e-learning clusters that  collaborate to provide a 
full curriculum for many rural schools, as shown in 
our DEANZ VLN research by Michael Barbour, Derek 
Wenmoth and myself.   Secondary-tertiary offerings as 
part of the STAR programme as well as outreach from 
tertiary  institutors also add to the rich complexity of 
networked schooling that has evolved in New Zealand, 
which the NfL LTD must plan for. Your DEANZ 
leadership is raising awareness of these less known 
aspects of the ‘ecosystem’ of schooling. If you can 
help  us point to additional aspects, please do get in 
touch with your President  Niki Davis. We are also 
keen to have your support in raising awareness of the 
need to pay attention to the whole ecosystem, so look 
our for and add your updates to our DEANZ 
discussion paper in WikiEducator:  see http://
wikieducator.org/NfLandITE Niki is also briefing a 
meeting of the Tertiary e-Learning reference Group  on 
this matter too.

This is another example where DEANZ has raised 
awareness of issues that impact our members. The 
Executive will also be pleased to hear from any 
members who see another issue that  needs to be 
addressed, as well as those who have evidence that we 
can use to respond to challenges in any sector of 
education, workplace or informal learning. 

Finally, Vice President Mark Brown and the DEANZ 
Executive have been working to increase our 
organisational membership options. We are pleased to 
announce the options below to complement our $60 
individual membership fee ($30 for students). Here are 
the membership options for organisations that are now 
available: 

Schooling Sector Institutional Membership Options 
o Individual Schools: $100 (10 members) 
o Bundled ICT School Clusters: $250 (25-30 

members) 
o Bundled Te Kura/TCS: $250 (30 members) 

Tertiary Sector Institutional Membership Options 
o Standard Institutional Membership: $250 (2-5 

members) 
o Bundled Institutional Membership: $450 (10-20 

members) 
o Bundled Institutional Membership: $1100 (20-30 

members) 

The listing of multiple names per institution in the 
database and email list  etc. will enable us to serve our 
members more effectively. In addition, we are happy 
to name Di Brooks as our new Membership Secretary 
who will help us reorganise the database and improve 
retention and recruitment with our increased options. 
Di will be looking to gather and update the names and 
contact details for the individual members within each 
of the organizational bundles. Please welcome Di if 
she gets in touch with you, and tell her how you would 
like to engage with DEANZ to support your 
professional work in ODL. You may know Di from her 
ICT in Education Blog where she offers practical 
advice worldwide to schools, especially those in the 
primary sector. Best wishes, nga mihi nui.

Niki Davis
University of Canterbury e-Learning Lab, 

December 2012

http://wikieducator.org/NfLandITE
http://wikieducator.org/NfLandITE
http://wikieducator.org/NfLandITE
http://wikieducator.org/NfLandITE
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DEANZ EXEC

Julie Mackey is a Senior Lecturer in the 
University of Canterbury College of 
Education. She completed a five year term 
as Head of the School of Literacies and 
Arts in Education at the end of 2011; is 
currently enjoying teaching and research 
opportunities in the e-learning and digital 
technologies field; and has recently been 
appointed Dean of Education for a three 
year term beginning in 2013.
 
Julie’s background as a secondary 
commerce teacher led to work in 
secondary teacher education specialising in 
ICT, and then a move into teacher 
p r o f e s s i o n a l d e v e l o p m e n t w h e r e 
computing broadened out  into the use of 
technology across the curriculum, e-
learning, and early ventures into fully 
on l ine p ro fe s s iona l deve lopmen t 
qualifications for teachers around 2002. 
Julie’s teaching is now mainly related to 
the Postgraduate Diploma in Education  
and supervision of masters and PhD 
students, although she maintains a strong 
interest in the use of digital technologies 
across initial teacher education and has 
been an enthusiastic advocate of Mahara 
MyPortfolio within the College. A recent 
Teaching Development  Grant has enabled 
Julie and colleagues to focus on strategies 
to support  first  year students in use of 
digital technologies, including peer 
mentor ing and soc ia l -ne twork ing 
strategies. Other research interests include 
the e-portfolios in teacher education; 
blended learning in times of disaster; and 
e-learning leadership in schools.
 
Spare time is happily spent with family 
and friends; accumulating recipe books 
and cooking; exploring in NZ and 
travelling further afield; gardening and 
walking. And, like our last profiled 
executive member Katherine Harris, Julie 
has also biked the Otago Rail Trail, and is 
looking forward to tackling some of the 
new cycle ways as they are developed.

 
There has been 36 visits to our website in this period. A total of 
68 pages have been viewed with an average of 1.89 per visit. Of 
the 36 people visiting our website: 21 were from New Zealand, 4 
from the United States, 3 from Australia, 2 from Malaysia and 
the rest from China, Indonesia, India, Mexio and Pakistan. Top 
towns were, 12 from Auckland, 5 from Christchurch, 2 from 
Sydney and 2 from Wellington

Most visitor typed the DEANZ website direct (n=18), 13 used 
Google, 2 used Bing and 1 visited our site via education 
Canterbury. Some of the search strings used: deanz, deanz 
conference 2012, distant learning, journal of distance education, 
open distance learning, webinars nz. 

Most popular pages:

1. /home/

2. deanz-conference-2012

3.  deanz-conference-2012/conference-2012/2012-programme

4.  journal

5. deanz-conference-2012/conference-2012

6. deanz-conference-2012/conference-2012/2012-programme/
session-4-11am-1230pm 

7. deanz-conference-2012/conference-2012/2012-speakers 

8. deanz-conference-2012/conference-2012/2012-programme/
session-3-330pm-400pm

9. deanz-magazine

Early DEANZ WebSTATS Update

We have recently employed Google Analytics to begin profiling 
the DEANZ website. Although early days (been running less 
than 2 weeks) this snapshot provides some interesting statistics 
on the DEANZ website and we hope to provide further updates 
in the future.
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DEANZ Website Updates

Welcome to a new issue of the DEANZ magazine. In this issue I thought I would highlight 
some of the latest and most popular updates made to the DEANZ website 
(www.deanz.org.nz)

DEANZ Webinars
Did you know that DEANZ regularly holds webinar on a range of different topics that are of 
interest to our DEANZ members? These webinars are advertised regularly via our DEANZ 
Member mailing list. If you have missed any of these you can view these webinars by 
accessing our Past Webinar recordings (http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/index.php/webinar-
recordings). Please note you will need to log in to listen to these recordings. If you have 
forgotten your login view our past magazine article that tells you how to request your login 
details (http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/images/newsletters/May10.pdf).

If you think you would like to present at one of these webinars please contact DEANZ 
president Niki Davis (http://goo.gl/qzbDm) to discuss dates/topics.

DEANZ Adobe Connect is currently supported by the University of Canterbury e-Learning 
Lab (http://goo.gl/Wf7rv).

Updating your mailing address
You are also now able to manage your mailing list details on the DEANZ website. 

If you log into the DEANZ website, Click on your Profile link, click on Edit and then 
Update Your Profile. You can update your email address and subscribe (you are 
automatically subscribed when you joined DEANZ) or unsubscribe to our mailing list. 

While you there why not update your profile details in the Additional Info tab?

Well that is all for this issue. See you next issue were I will be letting you know about the 
latest additions to the DEANZ website. Also if you have any questions about the website 
please feel free to contact me via the DEANZ committee list (http://goo.gl/ZyeEh).

Kathryn MacCallum
DEANZ Website Editor 

DEANZ Online
Kathryn MacCallum, website editor, for DEANZ is 
committed to providing DEANZ members with up-
to-date snippets of how-tos, upcoming events and 
web updates so watch this space!

DEANZ Website 
updates

http://www.deanz.org.nz
http://www.deanz.org.nz
http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/index.php/webinar-recordings
http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/index.php/webinar-recordings
http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/index.php/webinar-recordings
http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/index.php/webinar-recordings
http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/images/newsletters/May10.pdf
http://www.deanz.org.nz/home/images/newsletters/May10.pdf
http://goo.gl/qzbDm
http://goo.gl/qzbDm
http://goo.gl/Wf7rv
http://goo.gl/Wf7rv
http://goo.gl/ZyeEh
http://goo.gl/ZyeEh
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The context of online learning has been 
significantly transformed by the advent  of 
Web 2.0 applications. While many 
universities and educational providers have just 
recently started to use Web 2.0 applications, these 
applications already exist in the students’ personal and 
educational world. Most  undergraduate business students 
have grown up with a range of Web 2.0 applications and are 
already using podcasts or social networking applications, 
leaving the lecturers and universities still wondering how to 
adopt these applications (Barnes and Tynan, 2007). The 
concept of a university, therefore, needs to be revisited 
toward the attainment of a University 2.0, to avoid this gap 
between students and universities growing wider. 

Towards University 2.0: Opportunities and Challenges
Web 2.0 is the term for applications such as Wikis, Blogs, 
and social networks where users can write as well as read 
on the Web (Turban and Volonino 2010). It  facilitates 
collaboration and involvement practices by allowing users 
to contribute to the online content. In comparison to Web 
1.0, the content of Web 2.0 can be more easily generated 
and published (Greenhow, 2009). The emphasis in Web 2.0 
is more on content  creation in collaboration with a large 
number of users rather than just  content consumption in 
Web 1.0 (Boulos and Wheeler, 2007). Evolution of Web 2.0 
has transformed many organisations, including universities, 
and has resulted in Enterprise 2.0. Enterprise 2.0 is not 
simply a technical evolution; it  is more importantly a new 
way of thinking which uses Web 2.0 applications and gets 
users and customers involved. University 2.0 is universities 
adaptation to the Web 2.0 and social computing 
phenomena. University 2.0 places students and lecturers in 
more social and flexible learning processes, where 
collaboration is fostered and facilitated to a greater degree. 
The inclusion of Web 2.0 applications into university 
practice challenges learners and lecturers in different ways. 
Students should be supported and encouraged to shift away 
from passive learning approaches towards collaborative and 
interactive approaches in social contexts (Berlanga et  al., 
2010). Established Web 2.0 applications, such as social 
networking, file sharing, and mobile telephony are 
extensively used by a large majority of students (Kennedy 
et  al. 2007). However other applications such as Blogs and 
Wikis that  allow students to collaborate are less used and 
sometimes unknown to the majority of students. Lecturers 
as well as educational providers, on the other side, have 
been criticized for a lack of adaptation to Web 2.0 
applications into their teaching practices, and also for their 

lack of knowledge and abilities to bridge between 
students’ engagement  with Web 2.0 uses outside of 

university and formal classroom-based teaching.

Web 2.0 applications can be categorized into five types 
(Boateng et al., 2010): (1) Communicative: applications 
that are used to share ideas, information and creations. 
Examples are Social networks, Blogs, and Podcasts; (2) 
Collaborative publishing: for working with others in a 
shared working environment for a particular purpose. 
Examples are Wikis and Blogs; (3) Documentative (content 
management): applications which collect  and/or present 
people’s experiences and thoughts. Examples are Blogs and 
Social Bookmarking; (4) Generative: applications to 
generate something new to be used by other users. 
Examples are Mashups and Media sharing; (5) Interactive: 
applications which facilitate information and resource 
exchange between users. Examples are Social bookmarking 
and RSS.

Universities have generally adopted the above applications 
for their teaching and learning activities in two ways 
(Sclater, 2008). One way is to develop the client  software, 
which may include one or more Web 2.0 applications and is 
tailored to the university and students’ needs. The software 
mediates between the student and the many resources and 
must be installed by the learners on their computers. 
Whereas the second way, which includes initiatives such as 
Elgg (http://www.elgg.org), does not require additional 
software and distributes learning resources by allowing 
students to access them via their web browsers. This way 
eliminates provision of e-learning facilities by the 
university for their students and instead free resources 
available on the internet will be used. Yet  one limitation of 
this approach is uncertainty about the robustness and 
scalability of the resources, especially when students are 
paying and expecting quality e-learning systems.

The use of Web 2.0 applications in learning scenarios is still 
in its infancy (Ebner et  al., 2007). A benchmark study of 
universities using Web 2.0 technologies show that Wikis 
and Blogs are amongst the most  used applications by 
universities compared to other Web 2.0 applications. Wikis 
have been used to encourage collaboration and teamwork, 
and to share and exchange information and ideas. Programs 
such as MediaWiki.org, Wikia.com, and Wikispaces.com 
allow universities to use private label Wikis.

Article continued on page 8.    

Web 2.0 and Online Learning and Teaching: 
Are you Ready?

Dr. Babak Abedin, Department of Accounting 
and Corporate Governance, Macquarie 

University
Are 

Universities 
ready for the 
adoption of 
Web 2.0?

http://www.elgg.org
http://www.elgg.org
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Article continued from page 8.   

Using this type of Wiki allows higher education institutions 
(such as British Colombia University, Colombia University, 
and TAFE NSW-Western Sydney) to integrate Wiki 
services with their existing online learning and teaching 
technologies with little cost and time investment. One of 
the recent developments in the application of Wikis in 
education is www.Wikiversity.org. Wikiversity.org is a 
www.Wikimediafoundation.org project that  covers all 
levels of education, from pre-school to university, for 
formal and informal learning purposes. Currently this 
service is available in twelve languages and contains almost 
15000 learning resources. Blogs have mainly been used to 
disseminate knowledge and information, support group 
discussions, and encourage students in searching for and 
sharing information. Blogs are useful tools for students to 
(i) read other students’ posts on their blogs of others, (2) to 
receive comments and (3) to review feedback received from 
lecturers and other students. Chancellors and deans of 
faculties at  other universities, such as Macquarie 
University, use Blogs to post  their point  of view about 
topics of interest in higher education, recent technology 
changes, and even new policies they intend to introduce, so 
that staff and students are able to read and comment 
Churchill (2009).  

Podcasting has also started to become of greater more 
interest to educators to record lectures and instructions and 
to let students to download and use these on their portable 
computer devices or mobile phones. This finding is in line 
with a previous study at the University of Oxford about 
usage of different  Web 2.0 applications, which indicates 
that while the use of social bookmarking was low, the use 
of Wikis, audio and video podcasts, and Blogs was 
relatively higher amongst students than other Web 2.0 
applications (Safran et al., 2007).

Issues and Recommendations 
While universities are increasingly taking advantage of Web 
2.0 applications for enhancing learning and teaching 
practices, they should also be prepared to address a number 
of general issues associated with these applications. Some 
of the implications of Web 2.0 for universities are outlined 
in the following (Franklin and van Harmelen, 2007):

A mechanism for controlling/moderating the Web 2.0 
discussions: 
With Web 2.0 applications any user can potentially create or 
edit the content, a mechanism is necessary to avoid 
inappropriate content. Violation of copyright and ownership 
of intellectual material is another situation which requires a 
careful mechanism for moderating the Web 2.0 discussions.  
Due to these concerns, some form of control and/or 
moderation is necessary to avoid the posting of 
inappropriate and/or offending messages online. One way 
to deal with these moderation concerns is to resolve them 
when an issue is reported by users.

The decision whether to locally host the systems or rely on 
externally hosted systems 

When universities develop and host the systems locally, 
they can tailor it more effectively to their specific needs. 
They may also be able to better integrate the Web 2.0 
applications with their current e-learning systems. While 
some externally hosted systems are free to use, for those 
which are not free, universities are able to pay for their 
usage only for as long as the systems are needed. Further, 
there will be less pressure on universities to maintain and 
update the system.

Development of a Web 2.0 strategy 
Internet technologies are rapidly changing and new 
applications are evolving every day. Universities need to 
have a well-defined strategy to address these changes, since 
a lack of sufficient attention to technological changes may 
keep universities well behind users, especially among 
younger students. The University of Edinburgh, for 
example, has developed a Web 2.0 strategy that  addresses 
the University’s overall strategic plan and includes 
recommendations that fulfil the University’s long-term 
objectives as well as facilitating effective use of Web 2.0 
applications. 

Web 2.0 applications are potentially disruptive The 
challenge is to reshape established educational methods and 
beliefs in order to utilise Web 2.0 benefits. While 
universities, at least in the short term, are being slow in 
preparing to adjust  to Web 2.0, Web 2.0 applications will 
continue to evolve and new applications will keep emerging 
which may leave the universities far behind their students.
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The topic of BYOD continues to be a hot topic in 
schools, with many schools I visit  looking at 
investing in wireless technologies to support 
students (and staff) bringing their own device to 
school. While there appears to be agreement that 
the notion of BYOD is something to be pursued, 
there isn't a shared understanding of what that 
might mean in a school context. 

For instance, in one school I visited there was a 
tension between the view of students who wanted 
to be able to use whatever device they had in their 
pocket, and the view of teachers who wanted them 
all to have the same device in order to be able to 
use them for 'formal' learning activities in class 
(based on the perception that this will minimise the 
amount of technical assistance required, or a 
requirement for a certain level of performance to 
run installed software etc.)

In trying to resolve this in my own mind, and to 
make it possible to allow others to see how 
different philosophical positions may influence the 

implementation, I've drawn up the simple matrix 
above (click on it for a larger version).

On the 'y' axis is a continuum based on whether the 
device is specified or not specified. The 'x' axis is 
about purpose, ranging from using the device 
simply  as a personal note-taking/research tool 
linking to cloud applications, to specialised devices 
capable of handling higher-end, specialised and 
installed applications. 

In each of the four quadrants are descriptions that 
illustrates the possible scenarios that emerge based 
on where on each continuum staff and school 
leadership decide their priorities lie.

For me, it is important that sufficient time and 
thought is devoted to getting agreement among 
staff, students and parents about the purpose and 
intent of any BYOD programme. I'd hope that  this 
matrix may be handy to use in this process. 

I'd be interested in feedback from others on how 
they've addressed this challenge?

Derek’s Blog
Derek Wenmoth, DEANZ Exec Member updates us on the topic of BYOD  in 
secondary schools ... through his blog “Thinking of BYOD”  http://blog.core-
ed.org/derek 

http://blog.core-ed.org/derek
http://blog.core-ed.org/derek
http://blog.core-ed.org/derek
http://blog.core-ed.org/derek
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DATE CLAIMER 
 

2013 LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES LEADERSHIP 

INSTITUTE 
 
 

When: 17-21 August 2013 

Where: RACV Royal Pines Resort, Gold Coast Qld. 

 

The  Institute  at  a  glance… 
 
The Institute is focused on meeting the leadership and management development needs of the next generation of 

leaders in tertiary education in relation to the use of technologies to support learning and teaching.  Institute 

participants will be involved in a practical professional development program designed support them in 

developing an understanding of effective leadership in the tertiary education context.  They will work with 

colleagues to gain an understanding of leadership skills and strategies, and to develop their own leadership 

potential in a collaborative and supportive environment and apply their knowledge and learning to case studies 

focused on approaches to leading the introduction and use of learning technologies in both New Zealand and 

Australian tertiary educational settings. 

 

More detailed information will be available shortly from the ACODE website http://www.acode.edu.au 

 

Enquiries should be directed to the LTLI Executive Officer Susan Brosnan 
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Upcoming Events 

Seventh Pan-Commonwealth 
Forum on Open Learning 
(PCF7)
November  2013
Co-hosted by Commonwealth 
of Learning and the Federal 
Ministry of Education with the 
National Open University of 
Nigeria.
www.col.org/PCF7 

ACODE Australasian council 
on open, distance and e-learning 
2013 Learning Technologies 
Leadership Institute
17 - 21 August 2013
RACV Royal Pines Resort, 
Gold Coast, Qld. 
http://www.acode.edu.au 

1 6 t h I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Conference on Thinking 
(ICOT13)
21-25th January 2013
Wellington, New Zealand. 
http://icot2013.core-ed.org 

20th International Conference 
on Learning
11-13th July 2013
University of the Aegean, 
Rhodes, Greece. Celebrating the 
20th Learning Conference, Two 
Decades Exploring Innovation 
in Education. 
http://thelearner.com/the-
conference/call-for-papers 

U L e a r n 
2013
9 - 1 1 t h 
October 2013
Hamilton, New Zealand. 
http://ulearn.core-ed.org 

Learning @ School Roadshow 
2013
Various throughout 2013
Locations around New Zealand. 
Check it out here: 
http://learningatschool.core-
ed.org

Distance Education Snippets 

Scouring the world wide web in order to bring you the 
latest news in distance education related events, 
conferences, seminars, workshops and book reviews.  

Keeping 
you 

informed

DEANZ 
MEMBERSHIP
As a member you will be 
joining  a growing national 
and international distance 
a n d o p e n l e a r n i n g 
community. 
DEANZ provides you with 
three types of publications a 
year. These include: the 
J o u r n a l o f D i s t a n c e 
Learning, an international, 
referred, high quality journal 
published annually; the 

D E A N Z m a g a z i n e , 
published quarterly, keeping 
you up-to-date with national 
and local activities and 
d e v e l o p m e n t s ; a n d a  
b i e n n i a l m e m b e r s h i p 
directory. 
As a member you will be 
eligible to apply for the 
DEANZ Award, find out 
first about the DEANZ 
biennial conference and 
attend various DEANZ 

seminars and workshops 
held annually.
So what are you waiting for, 
grab your nearest and 
dearest colleagues, friends, 
workmates, clients, and 
spread the word.... it is only 
$60 for individual members!

S I G N U P n o w @ 
www.deanz.org.nz
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